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Data requirements for calibration and validation of agro-ecosystem models were 
elaborated and a classification scheme for the suitability of experimental data for model 
testing and improvement has been developed. The scheme enables to evaluate datasets 
and to classify datasets upon their quality to be used in crop modelling.  
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In crop modelling precise experimental agricultural datasets are essential for calibration 
and validation of models. Since agricultural datasets were recorded under most varying 
demands, its level of detail, quality of records, number of parameters considered as well 
as the number of spatial and temporal replicates varied enormously.   
 
In general, datasets used for model calibration and validation comprise of data describing 
a) the initial soil conditions, b) the crop-specific management and c) the seasonal climate 
(Palosuo et al. 2011, Rötter et al. 2012). Additionally, the phenology of the crop, yields 
and nutrient contents from intermediate harvests, intra-seasonal soil conditions et cetera 
may be provided.  
 
Requirements on the dataset strongly depend on the application: For model calibration 
requirements on the experimental data are much higher than for model validation. Beside 
the state variables of the crops themselves also observations of the boundary conditions 
for crop growth like weather conditions and soil water and nutrient status are important to 
test consistency of model simulations.   
 
Thus, before applying certain datasets in crop modelling it is recommended to clarify the 
quality and to classify it.     
The aim of Task C1.2 was to elaborate a minimum requirement for data sets for model 
testing as well as useful observations for calibration and validation and to develop a 
classification scheme by which the consistency and quality of agricultural datasets can be 






A classification scheme was developed to simplify the assessment of quality and level of 
detail of datasets. The scheme encompasses ten groups of input variables, namely: 
• Cultivation 
• Phenology 
• Preceding crop 
• Initial values 
• Soil 
• Site data  
• Weather data  
And the following groups of state variables to be compared with model outputs: 
• Crop  
• Soil 
• Observations 
Within these groups 65 potential variables were listed which may be describing the 
experimental agricultural datasets. 
For each variable an estimation of their importance for crop modelling was carried out. 
According to the importance a weight (from 1 to 5) was assigned to each variable. For 
instance, in crop modelling the weather parameters Tmax and Tmin (the daily maximum 
and minimum temperature) are of great importance. Thus, the variables get the highest 
weight (5), whereas Tavg (daily average temperature) has lower predictive power and was 
assigned the weight 1. Additionally, the weighting points are modified individually to cover 
aspects like temporal and spatial resolution, representativeness, accuracy of methods of 
observations.  
Next, 4 classes were defined to classify the datasets by quality: From low to high quality 
theses classes encompass the levels “bronce”, “silver”, “gold” and “platinum”.  
Accordingly, for each group of variables and each class a minimum amount of information 
was defined by a sum of weight points. This should ensure that data sets are well balanced 
and relevant deficits in one group of input variables are not masked by very detailed 
information of another group. Thus, by listing all variables given in an experimental 
dataset and multiplying these variables with the above-mentioned weights the dataset 
automatically becomes classified into one of the four quality classes.   
In addition, a minimum dataset was defined. This hypothetical dataset describes the 









On the basis of the weighting of the specific variables an Excel file was designed to 
facilitate the classification of datasets. In Fig. 1 the classification scheme is demonstrated 
including an example dataset. Further, the quality classes, its minimum sums of weight 
















The classification scheme was discussed intensively among WP1 and WP2 leaders. Its limits 
were identified in the subjectivity of the weight-points. The importance of specific input 
variables depends on their ecological significance but also on the model assumptions, the 
model architecture and the interested output variable/research question.  
It was decided to test the scheme with collected data sets within MACSUR for model 
comparison and to further develop the scheme according to the experience of the project. 
Weighting points will be justified using literature describing variance and standard errors 
of the different state variables and measurement methods (e.g. Dahiya et al. 1984, Roth et 
al. 1992, Jacobsen & Schjøninng 1993, Wegehenkel 1998, Wendroth et al. 2001, Kersebaum 
et al. 2002, Giebel et al. 2006).    
A preliminary version of the scheme has been uploaded to the MACSUR homepage; 
filename: macsur_data_criteria_V1.xls  
This work will be finalised with a scientific paper analysing the accuracy and potential 
errors of different measurements and methods related to the sensitivity of different 
models and presenting an applicable scheme of data classification.   
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